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A note from the President

Started in 2019, the National Youth Parliament Organization is now 
transforming into a movement. All credit goes to the enthusiastic 
participation of our young generations. Bihar is one of the oldest 
republics in the world and with Bihar Dialogues 2020 we aim to 
help Bihar redeem its greatness. We believe the youth of a nation 
should be aware of the ground realities and hence we’re thrilled to 
announce that we’ve started setting up National Youth Parliament 
in ace colleges. Also, we’re embarking on a global journey this year 
with the start of Youth Parliament America. We know our ambitions 
are humongous and a single voice may not be significant enough to 
bring the change, but together we’re inevitable.

Sincerely,

“Be the change you wish to see in the world.”
- Mahatma Gandhi

Kartikeya Goel
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General Secretary’s Comment

The National Youth Parliament Organization will act as a 
manufacturing unit of the future leaders of India. Recurrent debates 
like Bihar Dialogues 2020 will help our young generations develop a 
bright personality which eventually will lead us to a better society. An 
army of sheep led by a lion is much better than an army of lions led by 
a sheep. Hence, it is extremely important for a leader to take a firm 
stand for his beliefs and values. The primary aim of National Youth 
Parliament Organization is to provide a well-deserved leadership to 
our nation. It is going to be long journey but we believe it’s going to 
be worth it. Hence, we request the youth to play their part in this 
movement and help us create a better future for the nation. 

Sincerely,

Rohan Mahajan



PARTICIPANT’S
NOTION
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It is rightly said that excess of everything is bad. So it is not alcohol 
but excessive alcohol which makes it detrimental. In Bihar, alcohol 
addicts create major troubles in their family and society. Increased 
alcohol addiction among Bihari men is also the main cause behind 
increased road accidents and domestic violence.

But, is banning alcohol the only solution to all the said problems? I 
don’t think so. Just after 6 months of liquor ban in Bihar, a report by 
Bihar police crime data states that crime rose by 13% in Dec 2016. 
In covid-19 May 2020 domestic violence was on record high in India. 
In reality we Biharis after alcohol ban have only stumbled upon low 
per capita income. More than 2.14 lakh cases pending in Patna High 
Court, huge amount of money is wasted on ban enforcment and due 
to the illegal and cheap liquor many lives have been lost. Looking at 
all these above I can say alcohol ban was a move with good intentions 
but poor planning. It has become a disaster for Bihar. Bihar directly 
lost a great number of jobs and huge amount of tax which would 
have been tremendously helpful in this pandemic.

Rupesh Kumar
Patna
On ‘Alcohol ban in Bihar’
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We all know that alcohol addiction is a major issue in today’s society. 
So many people lose their life to it every year. It can cause fatal 
diseases. Ban of alcohol in Bihar is of course a good initiative. It has 
majorly helped in reducing domestic violence. 

Lives of women and children are heavily impacted if the head of 
the family is an alcohol addict. These conditions are prevailing in 
our society for decades now. One of the major reasons for domestic 
violence is alcoholism. It drains a family economically and reduces the 
chances of the welfare of the family by depriving them of education, 
health, and other problems. Banning has led to improved conditions 
of many families as cases of domestic violence are reduced.

 Free alcohol distribution for votes during the elections is still a major 
problem. Our modified legislation system is often involved in such 
malpractices. Poor and illiterate people often due to lack of awareness 
agree for casting their precious votes in exchange for free alcohol, 
without considering the future impact of it on their lives. Banning 
has controlled this situation to an extent and thus democracy has 
prevailed.

Ayushi Anand
Nawada
On ‘Alcohol ban in Bihar’
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The Indian Caste System is a hierarchical division of society based on 
birth, ritual purity, and group identity. Caste is an integral part of the 
socio-economic life of an individual in Bihar. This is the divergence 
between status and power. Caste-based politics is adversely 
affecting the development of Bihar where more than 79 political 
parties are active in Bihar and most of the parties are representative 
of their caste. Initially in 1960 caste-based politics started in Bihar 
and from then the parties have only tried to prove the dominance 
of their caste, only focusing on the development and mobilization of 
voters along caste lines. At the constituency level, caste arithmetic 
becomes the key factor in choosing a candidate. At the state level, 
parties build winning caste alliance which is also based on caste 
arithmetic.

 After Mandal commission implementation further changed the caste 
dynamic in politics, reservation became an instrument for mobilization 
of votes around the caste lines. After the Mandal commission in 90’s 
many parties are on the rise who promote caste-based politics in 
Bihar. In the recently occured assembly elections, 75% of candidates 
were belonging to the same caste in the particular seat, which 
means candidates are decided on the basis of their caste instead of 
development or ground reality. 

Abhishek Kumar
Patna
On ‘Cast-based politics in Bihar’
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The disastrous condition of returning migrant labourers during the 
COVID crisis was no less than that of voiceless animals. The tragic 
tales of the migrants traveling home were in stark contrast to the life 
and dignity protected by International Human Rights commission. 
The reasons for such a plight are multi-folded. The interplay of many 
visible and not so evident factors pushed the loyal citizens of the 
state to an extremity of migration. Lack of consistent employment 
opportunities, fixed wages, pension, provident funds, and health 
coverage and above all the absence of job security or permanence 
combined with the rampant corruption are the key factors which bring 
in discrimination and hence skilled labour force goes unrecognized.

However, it can be a gamechanger if we can focus on a comprehensive 
360° solution. Firstly, the state must promote manufacturing and 
services sectors by establishing industries and software parks 
respectively especially in the MSME sector. It is now time to create 
human capital by providing quality health care and education. 
Inducing skills among youth by training them under various state 
and central government schemes like Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas 
Yojana, SANKALP & UDAAN. The return of the migrants can be a 
game-changer only if the government and private employees choose 
to play the game properly.

Vivek Kumar
Madhubani
On ‘Covid-migration of Bihari workers’
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In my point of view caste-based politics is a barrier for overall 
development of Bihar this statement holds true because till date not 
a single candidate has won the elections in Bihar without the help of 
his/her caste. To win the elections, parties select the candidate of a 
specific caste according to the dominant cast in the constituency as 
people prefer to vote based on the caste rather than the eligibility of 
the candidate, and hence the caste based politics tends to discard 
the good candidate.

This system of politics needs to be eradicated from our society so 
as to make our country developed because the candidates who only 
focus on the vote percentage of the caste will certainly won’t do much 
for the development of the public and as a result, ultimately people 
suffer. And if people will prefer merit over the caste then it will create 
an obligation on the candidate to work for the welfare of the people. 
With these points, I would like to conclude that caste-based politics 
is a barrier for overall development.

Dharam Deepak Vishwas
Patna
On ‘Cast-based politics in Bihar’
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The COVID migration resulted in the reverse migration of Biharis from 
other states to Bihar. Some see it as an opportunity for the growth of 
Bihar, but is it really an opportunity? The reverse migration of Biharis 
due to the COVID crisis could have been a game-changer if migration 
would have been the actual issue in the first place. It is vital to know 
why people migrated in the first place. The economy of Bihar is largely 
dependent on agriculture. Hence a low rate of industrialization 
and investment in other sectors has pushed millions to migrate to 
different parts of the country in search of employment which they 
were unable to get in their native state. We need to understand that 
migration was just an outcome of these problems and was never the 
actual original issue. The reverse migration will not amount to any 
viable outcomes if they simply migrate out of Bihar again as soon as 
employment becomes a necessity. A real gamechanger would be the 
overall development of Bihar in such a way that once the labourers 
come back, they don’t have to leave the state again in the search of 
their slice of bread and butter. 

Parul Kumari
Motihari
On ‘Covid-migration of Bihari workers’
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Manusmriti is widely regarded as the most important and 
authoritative book of Hindus. It justifies the Caste System on the 
basis of order and regularity in society. Initially Caste was formed 
on the basis of work, like the Brahmins were allotted as the teachers 
and intellectuals, the Kshatriyas as warriors and rulers, the Vaishyas 
were the businessmen, the Shudras did all the menial jobs. But later, 
this changed from the time of Mahajanapad and became based on 
birth. 

In the Present scenario, Caste has become the main agenda of 
Politics. Caste has played such a greater role in the decision-making 
process in politics that even the reorganization of states in India had 
to grapple with it so that no Caste Group dominates a particular 
territory. Caste based politics has both, some positive as well as 
some negative facts. 

According to me, the main motive of Caste based politics should be 
based on Constitution, establishing democratic value of equality 
and mainstreaming the depressed class in decision making, social 
acceptability for overall development of the country. But it is also 
sowing the seeds of inequality. Caste centric approach leads to 
corruption and unjust voting agenda and breaks the unification of 
society.

Chandra Shekhar
Patna
On ‘Cast-based politics in Bihar’
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In India, Caste is a form of social stratification and caste has been 
traditionally used to acquire power. When we talk about Bihar, here 
social structure is dominated by caste & tribes. Bihar is the epitome 
of caste-based politics in India. It has the highest number of political 
parties with loyal caste-based vote bank. When Politics and Caste 
are mixed together the question of development is left behind.

Caste-based politics has been one of the major reasons for the Bihar 
being under-developed. At the time of election political parties play 
the caste card to attract votes, parties and candidates seeks votes on 
caste sentiment and people also vote for the candidate of their cast 
instead of considering the eligibility of the candidate. Caste-based 
politics snatches opportunities from the meritorious candidate which 
acts as hindrance in development. Once Bihar was the education 
hub of the world because of Nalanda University, but today it has the 
highest illiteracy rate in India. Nearly 55% of Bihar’s population lives 
below the poverty level, almost 50% of the state’s household are 
exposed to migration. Bihar is one of the lowest-ranked states on 
the health index. All this is the result of cast-based politics.

Subham Tiwary
Muzaffarpur
On ‘Cast-based politics in Bihar’
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Ashutosh Kumar
Patna
On ‘Cast-based politics in Bihar’
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Garima Suvashini
Patna
On ‘Cast-based politics in Bihar’
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Kamaluddin Raza
Pokhraira
On ‘Covid-migration of Bihari workers’
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Rajnish Kumar Pathak
Gaya
On ‘Alcohol ban in Bihar’
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Prashant Kumar
Besgusarai
On ‘Covid-migration of Bihari workers’
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Purushottam Kumar
Gaya
On ‘Alcohol ban in Bihar’
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Gaurav Kumar
Patna
On ‘Cast-based politics in Bihar’
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OUR ESTEEMED 
SPEAKERS
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Prof. Rakesh Upadhyay
Chair Professor
Bharat Adhyayan Kendra
BHU, Varanasi

The land of Bihar plays a very crucial role in Indian Politics. In the 
ancient times, Bihar was one of the biggest education hubs across 
the globe. It also acted as a major binding force of Bharatvarsha 
during the Mauryan Dynasty. Today Bihar is surrounded by major 
challenges like naxal terrorism, high illiteracy rate, low per capita 
income and to pull the state out of this swamp, politicians, intellectuals 
and the younger generations need to come up with solutions. The 
land of legendary rivers like Ganga, Gandaki and Kosi, Bihar has the 
potential to propagate our nation to great heights. I’ve personally 
experienced the capabilities of Bihar’s younger generations and if 
given the right direction, the spark needed to transform our nation 
can emerge from this fabled land.
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It is extremely important for our youngsters to be aware of the 
significance and relevance of the constitution, the democracy and 
the institutions of the constitution. I’m glad that the National Youth 
Parliament is becoming a medium through which our young students 
are being sensitized about the gift of democracy. In Bihar’s Vaishali 
district, the idea of democracy was discussed much before than it 
was discussed in Greece, which proves that from the very ancient 
times we believed “Every voice should be heard”. I’m glad that today 
the young generations are discussing about the democracy as 
this will help them develop faith in the autonomous nature of the 
constitution and the parliament of India. These discussions will act 
as the foundation stones of our nation’s beaming future.  

Mr. Guru Prakash
Assistant Professor of Law
Patna University
National Spokesperson of BJP
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WORD FROM THE 
JUDGES
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Mr. Abhishek Ranjan
Public Policy Analyst Founder - SarkariSchool.in

Mr. Ravi Kumar
Biology Instructor and HOD
Medical Wing at SmartPrep Academy

Dr. Pankaj Mishra
HOD – Sanskrit Department
St. Stephen’s College, Delhi University

Alcohol Ban was not only a Social, Political or 
Economical affair. We should also try to look at the 
emotional background hidden behind this extreme 
decision.

Alcoholism was prevalent in our society even 
before the Britishers came to India. We should stop 
blaming westerners for everything that we don’t 
accept as a part of our culture.

Education is the only the only way to maintain the 
equilibrium in our society. It will help us achieve 
prosperity, equality and preserve our nation from 
the wicked hands of uneducated leaders.
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Ms. Ruchi Singh
Assistant Professor of Law Patna University

Mr. Abhinav Narayan Jha
Columnist, Writer and Speaker

Even today the Caste system influences the daily 
life of Biharis. Hence not only the politicians but we
the people of Bihar are equally accountable for the 
spread of casteism in the state.

The youth must be aware of the ground realities 
rather than mere facts and figures as this 
information will initiate logical discussions.

If we learn to capitalize challenges into opportunities, 
Covid migration of Bihari workers can prove to be a 
blessing in disguise.

Mr. Digpal Bahadur
Rural Development Professional, Patna
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Mr. Ashish Anshu
Indian social activist and Media campaigner

Ms. Parul Prasad
Advocate at Patna High Court

Frequent discourses on the possibilities, 
opportunities and challenges in Bihar is the need of 
the hour. Only through these elaborate discussions 
we can achieve an ‘Aatmnibhar Bihar’.

It is time for us Biharis to take the rein of Bihar into 
our own hands and remember Shri Jai Prakash
Narayan’s famous quote ‘Singhasan khaali karo ki 
janta aati hai’.
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TEAM NYP
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Mr. Kartikeya Goel
Founder

National Youth Parliament

Mr. Rishabh Shukla
Content Writer

National Youth Parliament

Mr. Sanjeeva Shivesh
Advisor

National Youth Parliament

Ms. Hargun Kaur
Anchor

National Youth Parliament

Mr. Rohan Mahajan
General Secretary

National Youth Parliament

Mr. Chaitya Gala
Social Media Volunteer

National Youth Parliament

Ms. Shivangi Harkauli
Volunteer

National Youth Parliament

Mr. Masroor Lodi
Advisor

National Youth Parliament
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